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RE-ORGANISATION OF SOFT DRINKS INDUSTRY

The Ministry of Food has been reviewing the production and distribution
of soft drinks and after consultation with the Trade, has decided on the

following measures of re-organisation:-

1. As a first step the output of carbonated drinks will be reduced by 25%
as compared with 1940/41, but the output of concentrated drinks, such as fruit

squashes, cordials and crushes, will, if possible, be increased so that the t-f

supply in terms of drinkable liquid will remain at the 1940/41 level,,
estimated that this alone will reduce the gross weight of the goods to

distributed by about 400,000 tons a year.

2, As soon as possible, quality standards will be laid down and mark .a •• rices

will be prescribed. This is not because the drinks sold by establish- manu-

facturers have shown any general tendency to rise to unreasonable levels, but: for

two reasons, First, there is an increasing number of new products corning on to

the market, some of which are of low quality but are sold at higher prices than

the best products of the established trade; this means that the manufacturers

are either making unjustifiable profits, or else they are paying inflated prices
for their raw materials and containers, which are in short supply. Secondly,
the restriction to be imposed on supplies of unconcentrated drinks might load to

rising prices.

3* Production will be concentrated into fewer factories. This is necessary
because factory and storage space must be released for essential war purposes,
and more labour must be given up for the Services and for essential production.
The aim must, therefore, be to see that all the machinery in factories producin';
soft drinks is working to capacity, and that the highest possible output is ob-

tained per man- (or woman-) hour. Further, wherever one factory can be made to

do the work of two, there is a saving in the fuel required for raising steam and

in the consumption of electricity for lighting or heating.

Over 200 factories will have to be closed to start with. In order to

protect the interests of the firms whose factories are shut down, a scheme of

compensation is being worked out by the Trade in consultation with the Ministry,
This will provide for the firms that are left in production to share their profits
with those that are closed down.

The scheme has not yet taken final shape, but its aim will be to ensure

that no firm, whether it remains in production or is closed, shall gain a

fortuitious advantage over its competitors as a result of the concentration of

production, and that any gains or losses are shared as equitably as possible by
the whole industry. Special provision will, therefore, be made to enable shut '
down firms who wish to do so, to start production again as soon as circumstances

permit after the war.

4* All labels bearing manufacturers’ names or brand names will be prohibited
for the duration of the scheme of concentration. This will give protection to

the firm that is shut down against the danger of losing its goodwill to a

competitor. The alternative way of protecting the goodwill of a closed down

firm, viz, that its products should be manufactured for it and distributed under

its own label, is too wasteful of space and man power in the factories, and of

labour in distribution, to be capable of justification in present circumstances.

The abolition of brands and manufacturers* names will also greatly simplify the

problem of rationalising distribution. The Minister decided however, that, in

order to maintain the national goodwill of the country’s medicinal springs, the

labels on bottled spa waters will continue to indicate the location of the spring,
but not the name of the bottler.

5* The system of deliveries will be radically re-organised to save petrol

and wear and tear of vehicles and tyres* All overlapping rounds will be

eliminated, and each factory will deliver in a prescribed area, the areas being

defined locally so as to secure the most economical use of petrol. The direct

delivery of supplies from the factory to the domestic consumer will be discontinued,

and the trade of these factories will be diverted through retailers. This is

necessary in order to save petrol.

/The above



The above programme con only 'be effectively carried through with the

co-operation of the whole trade* The Ministry has, therefore, requested
the trade to form a War Time .Association of Manufacturers, and the governing

body of this Association is now working out -plans to implement the Ministry* s

policy* The Ministry desires to emphasise teat the War Time Association,

will protect the interests of all established manufacturers, giving equal
consideration to the claims of the small and the large producer. The

guiding principle of the Association will be that all members of the trade

must share and share alike for the duration of the war.

MINISTRY OF FOOD
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